Atlas Games Presents an Occult Lore™ Preview:

Dragon Flower
AN EXCERPT FROM BAIRD’S BOTANICAL BY CHRIS JONES
Editor s’ Note: The following excerpt is one of
twenty plants described in Appendix One of Occult
Lore, “Byron B. Baird’s Bountiful Botanical.” As
this example illustrates, these plants, whether rare
or ubiquitous, are valued for their mundane and
magical properties, which can be awakened by
herbalists and their kin.

For many sentient races the lure of the plant lies
buried far below ground: its heart, which is small
when compared to the rest of the plant, contains an
unusual resin created by the pods during their
development. This heart resin can be distilled into
a powerfully addictive drug and deadly poison
known as dragon tears. Most cities and kingdoms
aware of the drug mandate an instant death penalty for those caught selling it in any fo rm .
Notwithstanding the near-universal prohibition on
dragon tears, an underground market for it continues to thrive. As a poison, it’s especially popular
among assassins who have forsaken subtlety in favor
of style; as a drug, it (and its corresponding antitoxin) is highly popular among the aristocracy and
nobility for whom price isn’t an issue. Because of
this, it’s not uncommon for less-than-moral adventurers to eagerly risk life and limb for the opportunity to harvest it.

A dragon flower is typically composed of 6 to 12
towering stalks capped at the top by broad, ovoid
leaves. The woolly brown and white stalks, which
resemble tree bark from a distance, reach heights
of up to 35 feet and widths of 2 feet in diameter at
their bases. Their thick, purple and red leaves
grow up to 6 feet in length and 4 feet in width.
Once every 12 weeks or so, the dragon f lower produces clusters of reddish-orange pods, which cling
to the undersides of the leaves and emit a rancid
odor not unlike that of rotten flesh. A dragon
flower’s roots extend deep into the earth, as much
as 50 or 60 feet, and attached to the base of the
central root is the plant’s “heart,” a pulpy, indigo
bulb filled with resin.

Another concoction that few people know about
but for which daring, very informed adventurers
seek the components is called wyrm snare. It is
notable for its ability to lure dragons like so many
bears to honey. As with dragon tears, though, it is
extremely illegal. In many places, greedy herbalists
actually grow the plant themselves or on behalf of a
well-paying sponsor, using any number of methods
to mask the plant’s scent so that they might reap the
profits from either dragon tears or wyrm snare.

While most creatures go to great lengths to avoid
the awful-smelling plant, a few species actually find
it quite stimulating. In fact, young, inexperienced
dragons love the plant, giving it the name. Rather
than affecting them adversely as it would most
creatures, the pod odor instead drives them
absolutely wild, and the taste of its flesh intoxicates
them. But as dragons become older, wiser, and less
impetuous, they eventually come to detest the
plant, knowing all too well that their reaction to it
is a fatal weakness. Many a young dragon has died
at the hands of ente rp rising dragon hunters
because it was insensate beyond reason from the
plant’s malodorous pods. Older dragons will go to
any extreme to destroy dragon flower, usually from
a distance and with judicious use of their considerable breath weapons.

In the Middle Kingdom, where the plant originates, only those herbalists specifically licensed by
the Imperial Court’s Esteemed Wildlife Monopolies
Bureau are allowed access to known dragon flowers, which are called long hua in their language.
Climate/Ter rain: Any tropical or temperate forest
Bindings: Conjuration 4, Illusion 9, Necromancy 4
Tr aits: Blightpurge 6, Counterpoison 10,
Dreamstyre (Poison) 20

Requires the use of the Dungeons & Dragons® Player’s
Handbook, Third Edition, published by Wizards of the Coast.
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Mundane Concoctions

When awakened by an herbalist, the sap becomes a
more effective antitoxin known as dragon milk.
Approximately 18 pods of sap from a full-grown
plant produce one dose of antitoxin after processing.

Blightpur ge: The stench from the pods of a dragon flower is so awful that any creature within 60
feet of the plant must make a Fortitude save (DC
20). Success means that the stench is moderately
resisted and the creature only suffers a –2 circumstance penalty to all actions (any 1d20 roll, such as
skill checks, saves, attack rolls, etc.) while in the
area. Failure means that the stench overcomes the
creature, and it is struck by a bout of severe vomiting accompanied by gut-wrenching stomach cramps; the nauseated creature is
incapable of taking any action other
than a single move or move-equivalent action per turn. This effect
lasts as long as the creature is
within the radius of effect, plus
an additional 1d6 rounds
after moving out of it. A pod
removed from the plant continues to produce the
purgative stench for up to
six days; if preserved by an
herbalist, it can maintain
the stench for 1d4 weeks.
Healers sometimes use
small doses of pod meat to
homeopathically treat gastrointestinal
disorders,
although whether this
works or not is debatable.
A dragon flower pod can be
awakened by an herbalist as a
fragrant egg; the pod’s stench
is suppressed until its outer surface breaks, at which time it
releases the odor as a debilitating,
toxic cloud.

Dreamstyre (Poison): The dragon flower’s hear t
resin is very toxic to most creatures; it also contains
an addictive, mind-influencing chemical. Anyone
consuming it must make a Fortitude save (DC 25)
or experience euphoria and hallucinations for
approximately 12 hours, 1d6 points of temporary
Con damage, and 1d6 days of intense fever, projectile vomiting, wracking stomach cramps,
and blinding headaches. A full-grown
dragon flower contains approximately 2,000 ounces of raw resin, or 130
ounces of the drug after refinement. The plant requires
approximately three months to
produce one ounce of raw
heart resin. If 30% or more of
its resin is removed at one
time, the plant dies. In its
natural state, heart resin is a
deep indigo color with a
pungent, skunky odor and
taste. Freshly harvested
resin remains viable for up
to twenty days, unless
treated by an herbalist, in
which case it is good for up
to 4d4 weeks.
A skilled herbalist can awaken this trait through an arduous distillation process,
requiring 15 ounces of raw
resin to produce a single dose of
the drug dragon tears.

ILLUSTRATION ©2002 BY BRIAN FIGUR

Special: Dragon flowers do not
affect dragons the same way they
Counterpoison: Despite its incredibly
affect other creatures. As mentioned earnoxious scent, the plant’s pod sap possesses
lier, dragons find the pod scent incredibly
natural antitoxic characteristics. Consuming it raw stimulating. In fact, a dragon can detect it from two
gives a creature a temporary +5 saving throw bonus miles away for every age category it has experiagainst all poisons for ten rounds. Sap removed enced, up to its current one; for example, an adult
from the plant remains viable for ten days, but if black dragon can smell dragon flower from 12
treated by an herbalist it can stay good for 2d4 miles away. Once it comes within the plant’s norweeks. Another concoction derived from the trait mal radius of effect, the dragon must make a Will
has the same effect on a creature as the delay poi - save (DC 30) or succumb to a debilitating euphoria
son spell. Pod sap is pale-purple in color with a for the next 4 hours. When it recovers, it is overheavy, coppery taste like fresh blood.
come by ravenous hunger and invariably eats the
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plant’s stems, leaves and pods, suffering only from a
blinding, weeklong headache from doing so.

Dragon milk is thick and milky, has an acrid, medicinal taste, and gives off very little odor.

A rare recipe for making a compound concoction
from both the plant’s blightpurge and dreamstyre
(poison) traits allows an herbalist to create a foulsmelling dragon-only aphrodisiac called wyrm snare.

The original name for this antitoxin in the Middle
Kingdom is long nai. Dragon tears addicts must
consume this antidote before taking the poison if
they don’t want to suf fer damage from it.

New Grenade-like Weapon:

New Poison:

Fragrant Egg

Dragon Tears

Type: Special
Trait : Blightpurge DC 21
Direct Hit Damage: Incapacitating gas attack
Splash Damage: —
Range Increment : 10 ft.
Weight : 1 1/4 lb.
Cos t: 480 gp

Type: Contact DC 25
Tr ait : Dreamstyre (Poison) DC 35
Primary Damage: 3d6 Con over an equal number of minutes
Secondary Damage: 1 permanent Con and 1
permanent Wis; addiction
Cos t: 5,200 gp

A fragrant egg is a dried dragon flower pod treated
with odor-suppressing herbs, other arcane chemicals, and then awakened. When the “egg” is thrown
with a ranged touch attack roll (no proficiency
required), it bursts into a cloud of noxious vapor 15
feet in diameter upon impact. Anyone caught in the
cloud must make a Fortitude save (DC 18) or succumb to nausea, stomach cramps, and light-headedness. Affected creatures are incapacitated, and
cannot take any action while inside the cloud or for
an additional 1d6 rounds once outside of it.

This poison is awakened heart resin from the fetid
dragon flower. The inky black substance smells like
skunk musk and tastes almost as bad. However, if
ingested orally the poison has no effect other than
to induce severe stomach cramps and vomiting. For
it to be effective, at least 3 drops must be placed in
each of the victim’s eyes. If he fails his saving throw,
an overwhelming sense of bliss pervades his entire
being and he hallucinates wildly as the toxin attacks
his nervous system. If this doesn’t kill him immediately, then the victim remains under the poison’s
psychoactive influence for up to 12 hours, unaware
of the damage that has been done to his body.
Anyone that survives a bout with dragon tears will
suddenly find that he craves it more than ever after
coming down off the high. For every day that the
person goes without it, he suffers a cumulative –1
circumstance penalty to all actions (any 1d20 roll,
such as skill checks, saves, attack rolls, etc.), up to a
maximum of –12. This addiction can only be broken by high-powered magic, such as a wish or
greater restoration spell.

The name for this weapon is a literal translation of
the colloquial name given to it by Middle Kingdom
soldiers: xiang dan.

New Magical Concoction:
Dragon Milk
Type: Potable
Tr ait : Counterpoison DC 25
Cos t: 1,300 gp

A victim’s sclera and iris become permanently
black after the poison is administered. Addicts must
always drink dragon milk, a potent antitoxin, before
infusing themselves with dragon tears. This prevents the poison from harming them as they
indulge in the psychoactive effects. Nonetheless,
their eyes remain forever stained. Because this is a
dead giveaway to their illegal habit, addicts often

The foul-smelling sap from dragon flower pods can
be used to make a highly effective antitoxin capable
of countering virtually any poison. One ounce of
dragon milk functions as the spell neutralize poison.
After it has been ingested, the imbiber also becomes
immune to all poisons for the next 24 hours.
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cover their eyes with the black veil normally
reserved for adherents to the faith of pacifism.

to ambush the dragon or dragons that are almost
guaranteed to respond.) Any dragon that picks up
the scent from this concoction must make a Will
save (DC 30) or become immediately drawn to it.
Once within 60 feet of the chemical, it must make a
second Will save (DC 40) or go into a mad mating
frenzy, looking for anything even remotely dragonlike with which to, well, mate. Experienced,
wealthy, and knowledgeable dragon hunters, needless to say, sometimes use wyrm snare to bring their
prey to them, but in all honesty the chemical is
probably as dangerous to them as it is to the dragon: a psychotic, raving mad dragon is more of a
threat than one that has its wits about it, generally.

Primary ability damage caused by this poison is
temporary, while the secondary damage is permanent. In the Middle Kingdom, the poison is known
as long lei.

New Magical Concoction:
Wyrm Snare
Type: Inhalant
Tr ait : Blightpurge, Dreamstyre (Poison) DC 40
Cos t: 5,980 gp

Wyrm snare loses its odor after a week and its
pheromones after a month. (That means even
though a regular creature can’t smell it, dragons are
still able to pick up on it for a full month.)

This is, perhaps, the foulest-smelling substance in
the known world. It is extremely expensive, requiring rare alchemical solutions from remote, exotic
lands in order to successfully awaken the dragon
flower pods from which it is made, as well as at least
1,000 ounces of inky resin taken from the dragon
flower’s heart. The end result is five ounces of a liquid that looks like turgid urine and smells exactly
like the musk from a dragon in heat, only amplified
a hundred fold. One five-ounce vial contains
enough wyrm snare scent and pheromones to
attract any dragon within 100 miles.

In the Middle Kingdom, where it was first cooked
up, it is called long he, which translates loosely as
“dragon-nip.” There is a story that once, long ago,
the rival of the evil emperor Liu Xiao poured
wyrm snare on the roof of the imperial residence in
an act of vengeance and as a way to rid the country of a despotic tyrant. Unfortunately, the nine
dragons that came not only killed the wicked sovereign, but also wiped out the entire city and most
of the population in the surrounding countryside.
Because of such incidents, in most civilized kingdoms wyrm snare tends to be even more illegal
than dragon tears.

To use it, one simply finds a suitable location,
places the bottle on the ground, uncorks it, and
then runs like hell. (Unless, of course, the intent is
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Occult Lore
alchemist’s quest for immortality through
philosophical perfection to the improvised
rituals of sympathetic magic. Whether
you’re searching for a new character concept, or looking for a few tricks to hide up
your favorite magician’s sleeve, this is the
book for you.
Occult Lore features:
• New equipment to fill the laboratories of
alchemists, astrologers and herbalists
• More than 100 new spells and rituals
• Twenty new herbs, and dozens of mundane and magical concoctions, poisons,
and magic items derived from them
• Fourteen new PC classes, NPC classes,
and Prestige Classes
• New adventuring environments: dreams,
realm of the oneiromancer and the
dream lich; and geomantic zones where
Wizards study their academic magics in
magic is amplified or suppressed
great halls of learning; sorcerers discover • New feats, skills, clerical domains, and
their spells through innate talent; clerics call
much more!
upon the gods for divine favor. But what of
those magic-users who delve into more Ordering Information
obscure mystic traditions? What of those
who tap into the power of the heavenly If you are interested in buying a copy of
spheres, or awaken the secret essences of Occult Lore, these are the “vital statistics”
herbs to distill potent magical concoctions? your store may need. (Usually a game store
Those whose gift lies in drawing spirits or needs the stock number, while a bookstore
elemental forces to do their bidding, or who needs the ISBN.)
can explore the twisting paths of a dreamer’s
mind? What of those whose very presence
Stock Number : AG3214
tampers with the familiar magic of arcane
ISBN: 1-58978-021-3
and divine spellcasters?
Suggested R et ail Price: $29.95 (US)
All these find their place in Occult Lore, a On our website, you can find more informasourcebook of magical knowledge for D20 tion about our games and where to buy
System players and GMs alike. Each of this them, free downloads like this one, and
book’s ten chapters explores a different more!
avenue of magical study, from the
WWW. ATLAS -GAMES . COM
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below). The text on pages 1-4 of this document is OpenGame Content.
“d20 System” and the “d20System” logo are Trademarks owned by Wizards of the
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Wizards of the Coast® are Registered Trademarks of Wizards of the Coast, and are used
with permission.
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Games and “Charting New Realms of Imagination” are trademarks of John Nephew,
used under license. The Atlas Games logo is a trademark of John Nephew and Trident,
Inc., d/b/a Atlas Games.
Copyright ©2002 Trident, Inc., d/b/a Atlas Games.
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Open Game License Version 1.0a
The following text is the property of Wizards of
the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards
of the Coast, Inc ("Wizards"). All Rights
Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the
copyright and/or trademark owners who have
c o n t ri b u ted
Open
Game
Content;
(b)"Derivative Material" means copy ri g h te d
material including derivative works and translations (including into other computer languages), potation, modification, correction,
addition, extension, upgrade, improvement,
compilation, abridgment or other form in
which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to
reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast,
publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)"Open Game Content" means the game
mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent such
content does not embody the Product Identity
and is an enhancement over the prior art and
any additional content clearly identified as
Open Game Content by the Contributor, and
means any work covered by this License,
including translations and derivative works
under copyright law, but specifically excludes
Product Identity. (e) "Product Identity" means
product and product line names, logos and
identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines,
plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents,
language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts,
themes and graphic, photographic and other
visual or audio representations; names and
d e s c ri ptions of ch a ra c te rs, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses
and special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or
graphic designs; and any other trademark or
registered trademark clearly identified as
Product identity by the owner of the Product
Identity, and which specifically excludes the
Open Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means
the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs
that are used by a Contributor to identify itself
or its products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game License by the
Contributor (g) "Use", "Used" or "Using" means
to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify,
t ra n s l a te and otherwise create Deri va t i ve
Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" or

"Your" means the licensee in terms of this
agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any
Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only
be Used under and in terms of this License. You
must affix such a notice to any Open Game
Content that you Use. No terms may be added
to or subtracted from this License except as
described by the License itself. No other terms
or conditions may be applied to any Open
Game Content distributed using this License.
3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open
Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of
the terms of this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration
for agreeing to use this License, the
Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact
terms of this License to Use, the Open Game
Content.
5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If
You are contributing original material as Open
Game Content, You represent that Your
Contributions are Your original creation and/or
You have sufficient rights to grant the rights
conveyed by this License.
6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update
the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this
License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content
You are copying, modifying or distributing, and
You must add the title, the copyright date, and
the copyright holder's name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game
Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use
any Product Identity, including as an indication
as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed
in another, independent Agreement with the
owner of each element of that Product Identity.
You agree not to indicate compatibility or coadaptability with any Trademark or Registered
Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly
licensed in another, independent Agreement
with the owner of such Trademark or Registered
Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in
Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity.
The owner of any Product Identity used in Open
Game Content shall retain all rights, title and
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interest in and to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game
Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are
Open Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of
this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version of this License.
10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a
copy of this License with every copy of the Open
Game Content You Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not
market or advertise the Open Game Content
using the name of any Contributor unless You
have written permission from the Contributor to
do so.
12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You
to comply with any of the terms of this License
with respect to some or all of the Open Game
Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any
Open Game Material so affected.
13 Termination: This License will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with all terms
herein and fail to cure such breach within 30
days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this
License.
14 Reformation: If any provision of this License
is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall
be reformed only to the extent necessary to
make it enforceable.
15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2001,
Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
D20 System Rules & Content Copyright 2000
Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors Jonathan
Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, based on
original material by Dave Arneson and E. Gar y
Gygax.
Occult Lore Copyright 2002 Trident, Inc. d/b/a
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